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aisle nine- A melodious and introspecitve yet edgy and volatile rock quartet. 7 MP3 Songs Rock

Modernistic Rock Rock Hard Rock Timeless Songs Details: Band Bio Aisle Nine, headquartered in

Middletown NY, has triumphantly emerged from its late regrouping. With the injury and subsequent

resignation of longtime drummer and co-founding member Stephen Hansen, the band found themselves

at a crossroads. Enter Joe Silva. With his combination of experience and volatile style behind the kit,

Silva brings an entirely new dimension and tightness to the Aisle Nine team. Together with front man and

founding member Andrew Ruoti on lead vocals and rhythm guitar, Dan Ruoti on lead guitar, and J.J.Belle

on bass guitar/backing vocals, the band are looking toward a very bright future. While their full schedule

still has them performing both original and cover gigs at most local and New York City hot spots, the band

has had their immediate eye on the studio. In December, Aisle Nine began recording their highly

anticipated third CD at Millbrook Studio in Millbrook, NY with one of the area's top producers Chris

Cubeta and have just lately finished their most professional project to date. The maturation from the

previous two CD's, Blue Print and Reborn is evident as Aisle Nine continually fine-tunes their phenomenal

original hard rock sound. The new CD entitled Timeless will feature six new tracks and a re-recorded

version of an old fan favorite, "Crawl". From the sexy beats of "Samsara" to the cutting edge hard rocking

beats of "Gone" to the introspective yet volatile title track "Timeless", listeners will certainly not be

disappointed. Aisle Nine began their career five years ago by performing in smaller, less known venues.

However, having attained the distinction of being voted the number one rock band in the Hudson Valley,

New York Region by fan polls for three consecutive years has afforded them the opportunity to open for

national recording artists to include Sponge and most notably five time Grammy nominee Evanescence.

Aisle Nine will soon hit the pavement to aggressively promote and distribute their new CD to A&R
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executives at both major and independent record labels. With the hope of signing a record deal within the

coming year, Aisle Nine though consistent hard work and dedication have proven the old adage "the best

just keep getting better".
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